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JUROR’S COMMENTS

The facility is an appealing object

that elevates an ordinary use to 

a noble level. The design is an 

excellent urban design solution to

a complex site and conspicuous

vehicular portal to the campus.
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A
distinguished mid-
Atlantic university re-
quired a new water
chiller plant to serve
the campus at a

highly visible location along a promi-
nent river on a site previously used for
athletic fields. This competition win-
ning design for the new structure cre-
ates an attractive gateway presence,
while retaining maximum use of the
site for a new varsity baseball field.

The screen wall consists of large
panels of corrugated, perforated stain-
less steel sheets supported by a galva-
nized structural steel framework. The
skin is transparent to the eye but
opaque to wind due to the size of
holes; therefore, the system had to be
designed for full wind force. The
building only assists for one-quarter of
the perimeter against the wind forces.

Each end of the oval has a horizon-
tal truss at the top to collect the forces.
At the east end this truss transmits the
forces back to the building. The west
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end is an open courtyard for a planned
expansion of the building; hence there
is no structure to absorb the wind
forces. This half of the oval is braced by
12” diameter pipe sections battered to
interior foundations. These batters had
to be located to avoid interfering with
the foundations of future building ex-
tension.

As shown in the diagrams, the lay-
out of the wall is a parabolic oval, which
creates continuously varying radii for
the curvature of the members. The sys-
tem was slightly simplified by estab-
lishing a single radius for each panel;
the radius then varied from one panel
to the next. The wind girts are laid flat
as one would expect, so the curved
shape of the wall required the girts to be
bent against their strong axis during
fabrication.
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